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DIRECTORS SUMMARY
CoreEnviro Solutions European Wasp Awareness and Entomological Advice Services Annual Report for
2019/20 to Transport Canberra and City Services. The information in this report is for the period 1 July
2019 to 30 June 2020.

About us
CoreEnviro Solutions is a Canberra-based service provider specialising in the delivery of
noxious/environmental, agricultural, horticultural, aquatic pest and weed management, and pest
control solutions.
Our main objective is to save our native species. We are committed to educating the public on
invasive and beneficial species.

Notes on data
Contact means contact through the European Wasp Awareness & Entomological Advice Services
Hotline (European Wasp Hotline), eWasp Mobile App, eWasp website or any calls or emails through
the European Wasp Hotline.
Enquiry type means the initial reason for the call/contact to the European Wasp Hotline. The majority
of contacts to the European Wasp Hotline was to report European wasp nests and sightings, but after
further clarification, it was determined that the nests and sightings were not European wasps/nests.
Nest/sighting type means the species that the contact relates to e.g. European wasp, native paper
wasp, ants etc. This will assist to provide more accurate reporting to TCCS.
Location means land type such as Residential, Public, ACT Government, Commercial, Government
Housing and National Capital Authority.
A verified European wasp nests means the enquiry was verified by CoreEnviro Solutions, TCCS, ACT
Parks & Conservation, pest control company or the resident reporting they will/have engaged a pest
control company.
Contact details for verified European wasp nests 2019/20 can be found in a separate document,
Attachment A2, with a Protected classification due to the private information contained in the
document.

Acronyms
TCCS
eWasp
CES
NCA
ACTGOV

Transport Canberra and City Services
European Wasp
CoreEnviro Solutions Pty Ltd
National Capital Authority
ACT Government
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European Wasp Hotline
In 2019/20, there were 274 contacts from the ACT to the European Wasp Hotline. These contacts
related to:
68%
9%
7%
16%

European wasps
Other wasps
Insect/arachnid
Bees (honey/native)

In 2019/20, there were a total of 135 verified European wasp nests, with 68% (92) of nests reported
on residential land. The share of nests found on residential land were:
41%
36%
14%
7%
2%

Wall Cavity
Subterranean
Retaining Wall
Roof Void
Flowerpot

Insect and Arachnid Identification Service
There were 16 contacts for insect and arachnid identification made to the European Wasp Hotline in
2019/20.

Innovation
CoreEnviro Solutions is committed to minimising the establishment and spread of the European wasp
(eWasp), through improved nest reporting via the eWasp app, insect and arachnid
information/identification via the eWasp website and app.
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Commitment to Public Education and Awareness
CoreEnviro Solutions is committed to minimising the establishment and spread of the European wasp
in the ACT by providing effective public information and improving public awareness through:
the distribution of information packs,
media releases via TCCS, and
updates, news & alerts on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

Presentations
2nd Garden Association of Canberra - 11 November 2019
ACT Beekeepers Association - 15 January 2020

Senior Pest & Weed Officer, Jim Bariesheff, eWasp presentation for the ACT Beekeepers Association
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Directors’ Comments
Welcome to the 2019/20 European Wasp Awareness & Entomological Advice Service Annual Report.
The 2019/2020 season saw lower than average reports of European wasps (eWasp) nests in the ACT.
Towards the end of the season, the hotline was starting to receive regular contacts/reports of eWasp
nests and sightings, this could be due to the milder winter we are experiencing.
With the environment being affected by extreme heat, drought, and bush fires, has this affected
European wasp numbers; environmental conditions may have affected European wasp
activity/numbers, but European wasps are quite resilient and opportunists, even in tough conditions,
they will find a way to establish and protect their nests. In early summer, we saw several nests that
have been affected by the extreme heat and dry conditions; with drones in the nest early in the season
indicated the queen had died and the nests social order had collapsed, the nest would have died out
or failed naturally.
This season, the eWasp Hotline reported 24 stinging incidents from the 135 eWasp nests reported.
Although this season saw a lower number of eWasp nest reports, the stinging incident percentage for
was higher with 17.7%, in comparison to 10.5% reported in 2018/19.
The eWasp Hotline has recently received several reports of eWasp activity, with several sightings of
foraging eWasps, this indicates that nests have gone untreated, with a number of nest treated very
late in the season, untreated and late treated nests, can produce viable queens for next season.
CoreEnviro Solutions is committed to educating the public on invasive and beneficial species. Of the
185 contacts that reported a “European wasp” nest, 15% or 28 were European honey bee and 6.9% or
13 were Native species. We believe we have saved native species by educating the public on invasive
and beneficial insects.
We would like to finish our comments by remembering Dr Philip Spradbery who passed away July 2019.
Dr Spradbery was known for his lifelong research into the invasive European wasp. We had the pleasure
of working with Dr Spradbery and will be missed in the Science community.

Jim Bariesheff
Director
CoreEnviro Solutions Pty Ltd

Christina Bariesheff
Director
CoreEnviro Solutions Pty Ltd
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CHAPTER 1
Distribution of Information Packs
In 2019/20 CoreEnviro Solutions distributed information packs to the following Locations around the
ACT:
2nd Garden Association of Canberra
ACT Beekeepers Association
Onsite via insect/arachnid identification
ACT Parks & Conservation Services

Media Releases and Interviews
CoreEnviro Solutions provided one media release to Transport Canberra and City Services in 2019/20,
these media releases were taken up by various media outlets and resulted in the following:
16 October 2019
During October 2019, there was one media release via TCCS:
Have you heard the buzz? It’s warming up for wasp season, See
Other media:
ABC Radio
RiotACT
Canberra Times
The full RiotACT article can be found at

Spider wasp, Wolf Spider, Ron Johnson Photography
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eWasp Website & Mobile App
In 2019/20, there were 30% or 41 contacts from the eWasp mobile app and 21% or 28 contacts from
the eWasp website/email.
Information on insects and arachnids, reporting and contact details can be found on our website at
www.ewasp.com.au

The free eWasp mobile app can be dowloaded from both the App & Google Play stores.
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CHAPTER 2
Number of contacts to the European Wasp Hotline
Figure 1 shows the number of contacts by source of contact.

In 2019/20 there were 274 contacts from the ACT to the European Wasp Hotline.
44% or 60 contacts were from the landline, 30% or 41 contacts were from the eWasp app and the
eWasp website/email receiving 21% or 28 contacts.

Contacts by enquiry type
Figure 2 shows the number of contacts by enquiry type. There are four different enquiry types that
the data can report:

Report a nest 67% or 185
contacts,
Report a sighting 27% or 73
contacts,
Insect and arachnid identification
6% or 16 contacts,

In 2019/20 most enquiries made to the European Wasp Hotline were to report a nest.
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Number of contacts by species
Table 1 shows the number of contacts to the European Wasp Hotline by species.
Species Type

Number of Contacts

% Total Contacts

Asian Paper Wasp
Bed Bugs
Black Flower Wasp
Bull Ant
European Honey Bee
European Honey Bee Hive
European Honey Bee Swarm
European Wasp
European Wasp Queen
Hover Fly
Mud-dauber Wasp
Native Paper Wasp
Redback Spider
Sand Wasp
White-faced Brown Paper Wasp
Wolf Spider
Black House Spider
Bagworm Moth
Pasture Day Moth
Rove Beetle
Crane Fly
Drain Fly
Australian Bush Fly
Queensland Fruit Fly

9
1
1
1
4
28
13
160
25
2
6
8
2
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.3%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
1.5%
10.2%
4.7%
58.4%
9.1%
0.7%
2.2%
2.9%
0.7%
0.4%
0.4%
1.1%
0.4%
0.7%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%

Grand Total

274

100.0%

The majority, 58.4% of total contacts, were for the European wasp followed by 10.2% for the
European Honey Bee.
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European wasp nests
Table 2 shows the number and share of contacts reporting a nest by nest or sighting type.
Species Type

Number of Contacts

% Total Contacts

Asian Paper Wasp
Bull Ant
European Honey Bee Hive
European Wasp
Mud-dauber Wasp
Native Paper Wasp
White-faced Brown Paper Wasp
Bagworm Moth

9
1
28
135
2
8
1
1

4.9%
0.5%
15.1%
73.0%
1.1%
4.3%
0.5%
0.5%

Grand Total

185

100.0%

Of the 185 contacts that reported a nest, 73% or 135 were verified as European wasp nests the
remainder were deemed to be other wasps, bees, or ants.

European wasp nests by location
Figure 3 shows European wasp nests by location type.

Residential land 68% or 92
Public land 27% or 37
Commercial 2% or 2
National Capital Authority 1% or 2
ACT Government 1% or 1
ACT Housing 1% or 1

There were 68% or 92 European wasp nests were reported on residential land followed by 27% or 37
nests reported on public land.
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European wasp nests on residential land
Figure 4 shows the number and share of European wasp nests on residential land by location of nest.

There were 92 European wasp nests were reported on residential land in 2019/20.
Most nests, 41% or 38 were in wall cavities, followed by 36% or 33 subterranean nests and 14% or 13
in garden retaining walls.

European wasp nests, top 4 suburbs
Figure 5 shows the top 4 suburbs with the highest number of European wasp nests reported in
2019/20.

Of the 135 European wasp nests reported in 2019/20, the top 4 suburbs saw a 18.5% (25) share of the
total nests reported. The highest number of European wasp nests reported were in Kambah (9)
followed by Hughes (7), Evatt (5) followed by Giralang, Dunlop, Parkes & Yarralumla (4).
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Data Tables
European wasp nests by region
Table 3 shows the number and share of European wasp nests reported by region.
Region

Number of Nests

Share of Total

Belconnen
Woden Valley
South Canberra
Tuggeranong
Gungahlin
Weston Creek
North Canberra
Molonglo Valley
Jerrabomberra
Paddys River

39
22
18
15
14
13
9
3
1
1

28.9%
16.3%
13.3%
11.1%
10.4%
9.6%
6.7%
2.2%
0.7%
0.7%

Grand Total

135

100.0%

In 2019/20, the Belconnen region had the largest share of European wasp nests reported.

Orange Potter Wasp, Ron Johnson Photography
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Number of European wasp nests by suburb and region, 2019/20
Table 4 shows number of European wasp nest reported by suburb and region, 2019/20.
Sum of Number
Downer
Row Labels
of Nests
O'Connor
Belconnen
39
Reid
Aranda
1
Watson
Belconnen
1
Paddys River
Bruce
1
Namadgi National Park
Charnwood
1
Visitor Centre
Cook
2
South Canberra
Dunlop
4
Forrest
Evatt
5
Fyshwick
Florey
1
Griffith
Flynn
3
Kingston
Fraser
1
Narrabundah
Giralang
4
Parkes
Hawker
2
Red Hill
Higgins
1
Yarralumla
Holt
1
Tuggeranong
Kaleen
1
Calwell
Latham
2
Gordon
Macgregor
3
Gowrie
McKellar
1
Kambah
Melba
2
Richardson
Weetangera
1
Wanniassa
Lawson
1
Weston Creek
Gungahlin
14
Chapman
Bonner
1
Duffy
Casey
3
Fisher
Crace
3
Holder
Franklin
2
Rivett
Ngunnawal
1
Waramanga
Nicholls
3
Weston
Palmerston
1
Woden Valley
Jerrabomberra
1
Curtin
Symonston
1
Farrer
Molonglo Valley
3
Garran
Coombs
2
Hughes
Wright
1
Lyons
North Canberra
9
Pearce
Acton
1
Torrens
Dickson
2
Grand Total

1
1
2
2
1
1
18
1
2
1
2
1
4
3
4
15
1
2
1
9
1
1
13
2
1
3
1
3
1
2
22
3
3
3
7
1
2
3
135
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Number of European wasp nests by month/Year, 2019/20
Table 5 shows the number of European wasp nests by month, 2019/20

Year/Month

ACT GOV

2019
Nov
2020
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Grand Total

ACT Housing

Commercial

1

NCA

2
2

1

1

1

2

2

Public Land Residential Grand Total

5
8
9
6
7
2
37

2

2

11
26
31
9
7
6

16
37
42
16
14
8

92

135

Chart 1: Number of European wasp nests by month, 2019/20
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Chart 2: Number of European wasp nests by year, 2006 - 2020

Reference: Data from 2006 - 2015 provided by Dr Philip Stradbery

European Honey Bee, Ron Johnson Photography
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Insect and Arachnid Identification
Table 6 shows the number of insect or arachnids identified by type, 2019/20
Row Labels

Count of Reference

Bed Bugs
Cimex lectularius
Black Flower Wasp
Scolia soror
Mud-dauber Wasp
Mud-dauber sp
Redback Spider
Latrodectus hasselti
Wolf Spider
Lycosa sp
Black House Spider
Badumna insignis
Bagworm Moth
Cebysa leucotelus
Pasture Day Moth
Apina callisto
Rove Beetle
Paederus fabricius
Crane Fly
Leptotarsus costalis
Drain Fly
Psychodidae
Australian Bush Fly
Musca vetustissima
Queensland Fruit Fly
Bactrocera tryoni

1

Grand Total

16

1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Of the 274 contacts to the European Wasp Hotline, 6% or 16 were attributed to insect or
arachnid identification in 2019/20.
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eWasp Maps
Canberra overview, mapped number of European wasp nests by ACT suburbs - 2019/20
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Part A, Canberra up close - Mapped number of European wasp nests by ACT suburbs - 2019/20
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Part B, Canberra up close - Mapped number of European wasp nests by ACT suburbs - 2019/20
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Part C, Canberra up close - Mapped number of European wasp nests by ACT suburbs – 2019/20
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TCCS MEDIA RELEASE

October 2019

Have you heard the buzz? It’s warming up for wasp season
With the warm weather upon us, European wasp queens have warmed up, come out of hibernation
and are establishing nests.
Transport Canberra and City Services’ wasp specialists, CoreEnviro Solutions said European wasp
nests are often hidden. The most common nesting sites are in wall cavities, holes in the ground, roof
voids and even in conifer trees.
“When a European wasp queen makes her nest in one of these locations, a steady stream of wasps
will be seen leaving and returning to the nest as the day warms up. If a nest is disturbed, they will
become aggressive and sting to protect their nest,” CoreEnviro Solutions Senior Pest and Weed
Officer Jim Bariesheff said.
“With European Wasp queens coming out of hibernation and establishing nests we are encouraging
residents to reports nests and sightings through our eWasp mobile app or the website.
“The app has an easy-to-use GPS mapping tool that allows the user to report a nest or sighting by
dropping a pin on the location. It also provides access to camera capability when reporting nests or
identifying wasps.
“If stung by a wasp, a cold pack may be used to relieve the pain. If there is evidence of a more
severe reaction or the victim is known to be allergic to wasp, medical attention should be sought
immediately.”
For reporting and information, contact the eWasp Team on 6258 5551, download the eWasp app or
contact the eWasp hotline via the website www.ewasp.com.au
Statement ends
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ATTACHMENT A1
Canberrans start to feel the sting as wasp season approaches
Dominic Giannini 29 October 2019

Canberrans are urged to report the location of wasps with a new app. Photo: File.

With wasp season commencing there’s a buzz around a new app from the Transport Canberra and
City Services’ wasp specialists which is being used to warn Canberrans about potential hotspots as
the region warms up.
The eWasp app, released by wasp specialists CoreEnviro Solutions, allows users to tag wasp nests
and provides information about how to respond to bites and what to do if you find a nest in your
home.
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“With European Wasp queens coming out of hibernation and establishing nests we are encouraging
residents to reports nests and sightings through our eWasp mobile app or the website,” CoreEnviro
Solutions senior pest and weed officer Jim Bariesheff said.
“The app has an easy-to-use GPS mapping tool that allows the user to report a nest or sighting by
dropping a pin on the location. It also provides access to camera capability when reporting nests or
identifying wasps.”
TCCS is warning locals that European wasp nests are often hidden, with common nesting sites
infesting wall cavities, holes in the ground, roof voids and even within conifer trees.
“When a European wasp queen makes her nest in one of these locations, a steady stream of wasps
will be seen leaving and returning to the nest as the day warms up. If a nest is disturbed, they will
become aggressive and sting to protect their nest.”
So far, most wasp sightings have been reported around parks and ovals, with locals being urged to
take care around these areas as summer starts to heat up. Good weather conditions have meant
that Europeans wasps are becoming an increasing problem in Australia.

European wasps can nest in roof cavities. Photo: CoreEnviro Solutions.
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CoreEnviro Solutions says wasp nests occur primarily in the ground and are easily sighted due to the
constant wasp activity above the nest, although the entrance hole may be well-hidden by
vegetation. Wasps are also attracted to sweet drinks, food, insects and pet food, and will also
forage on roadkill, so residents are advised to feed their pets indoors if wasps are present.
If you are stung, the recommended first aid for a wasp sting is an ice pack to reduce the pain and
swelling. However, if people are stung in the mouth, experience difficulty in breathing, or develop
an itchy rash, seek medical help immediately.
It’s important that residents identify and deal with the problem earlier, as spokesperson Christina
Bariesheff from CoreEnviro Solutions says, destroyed wasp nests early in the season will see a
reduction in wasp numbers in the hotter months where nests may contain thousands of wasps.
Weather does play a part in the number of wasp nests expected in a season after their hibernation
period, with milder winters leading to the emergence of more queens and overwintering nests.
“It is very difficult to predict a season, and is still too early in the season to make an assumption, but
I am thinking we may possibly have an average season of around 400 nests, this is going by the data
we have collected,” says Mrs. Bariesheff.
The warmer weather is also the start of bee swarming season where European honey bee queens
are looking for a new hive location. The eWasp app now has the capability of reporting honey bee
swarms and hives. By reporting honey bee swarms and hives, we can assist in relocating them via
the ACT Beekeepers Association.
For reporting and information, download the eWasp app or contact the eWasp hotline via the
website www.ewasp.com.au.
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COMPANY CONTACTS
Mr. Jim Bariesheff
Director
Horticulturist|Senior Pest & Weed Officer
CoreEnviro Solutions Pty Ltd
Mobile: 0417 6037 83

Mrs. Christina Bariesheff
Director
Reporting & Communications Officer
CoreEnviro Solutions Pty Ltd
Mobile: 0405 623 225

CoreEnviro Solutions Pty Ltd
Landline: 02 62590633
email: ces@grapevine.net.au
website: www.coreenvirosolutions.com

European Wasp Hotline
eWasp Hotline: 02 6258 5551
email: info@ewasp.com.au
website: www.ewasp.com.au
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